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The influence of reactor fast-neutrons irradiation by the fluence of 8,6 · 1017 n/cm2 and strong magnetic field (up to 
14 T) on resistance of Si1-xGex (х = 0,03) whiskers in the temperature range of 4,2 - 300 K is studied. The activation 
energy of the of impurity levels is calculated. The interpretation of changes in the magneto-resistance is proposed. 
 

Introduction 
 

Whiskers crystals are characterized by high structural perfection, chemical stability, and also by strength, which for 
the crystals of small transverse sizes reaches theoretically possible limit [1]. 

Whiskers crystals find a number of scientific and practical applications. For example, from semiconductor whiskers 
crystals it is possible to obtain highly sensitive strain gauges [2]. On their base the sensors of physical quantities [3 - 5] 
are created. For a period of recent decades the work is conducted on creation on the basis of the whiskers crystals of 
composite materials with special properties [6]. It is established also a number of size effects in Si whiskers crystals. 
With the decrease of the diameter of sub-micron whiskers crystals the decrease of lattice parameter [7] and the 
displacement of the edge of optical absorption to the side of high energies occur [8]. The observed special features of Si 
whiskers crystals relate either with the absence of defects in crystal lattice, or the special arrangement of defects in the 
crystals or with the influence of surface. From other side, the high perfection of the structure of initial whiskers crystals 
makes it possible to simulate the defects, which are formed in the process of irradiation. Thus, in the works [9] and [10] 
the influence of irradiation by electrons and γ quanta (up to 1018 cm -2) on the р-Si1-xGex whiskers crystals, respectively, 
were investigated. It was shown; the second radiation defects of the interstitial atoms of boron are basic defects in the 
crystals. Today, the influence of neutron irradiation on the electrophysical properties of Si1-xGex whiskers crystals is not 
practically studied. The purpose of this work is a study of the magneto-resistance of Si1-xGex whiskers crystals, 
irradiated by the neutrons. 
 

Procedure 
 

SiGe whiskers growing were carried out by the method of chemical transport reactions in the closed bromide system 
with the use of gold as the initiators of growth. Growth material (silicon, germanium), alloying admixtures (boron) and 
halogen (bromine), which is used as the transportation agent, are load in the growth ampule. Ampule is pumped out up 
to a pressure of 10 - 5 Torr and then placed into the tube furnace with the gradient of temperature. The temperature of 
the source zone is 900 oC, temperature of crystallization zone is 550 - 750 oC. The content of germanium in the solid 
solution of Si1-хGeх was determined by the method of microprobe analysis on the installation СAMEBAX and accounts: 
X = 0,03 mole percents. For the study of neutron irradiation influence whiskers crystals with diameter 40 ± 2 μm and 
with length of 2 - 3 mm were selected. They are p-type crystals with the specific resistance ρ = 0,018 Ohm ⋅ cm. 

Crystals were irradiated by fast neutrons with the fluence of 8,6 · 1017 n/cm2 at reactor ВВР 10М of the institute for 
nuclear research National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. After irradiation the measurements of magneto-resistance 
in the magnetic fields up to 14 T in the temperature interval from 4,2 to 300 K in the international laboratory of strong 
magnetic fields and  low temperatures  (Vrotslav, Poland) were carried out. 
 

Results and their consideration 
 

After irradiation of samples their resistances at room temperature have increased to about 5 orders of magnitude. It 
has not given the ability to perform low temperature measurements of magneto-resistance. Then the annealing of 
irradiated samples was carried out  ranging from 50 to 350oC in increments of 25 oC. Samples were annealed at each 
temperature for 20 min, then they were cooled to room temperature and their resistance was measured. It was 
determined that at temperatures above 280 oC  resistance of irradiated crystals decreases sharply coming close to the 
original value before irradiation (Fig. 1). Only after this you can carry out the temperature measurements of field 
dependencies of resistance (Fig. 2). As you can see from the picture, magneto-resistance slightly changes in weak 
magnetic fields and increases with magnetic field increasing. Also a change of magneto-resistance curvature has been 
observed. 
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Fig. 1. The dependence of the resistance of irradiated 
Si1-xGex (х = 0,03) whiskers with specific resistance 
ρ = 0,018 Ohm · cm on annealing temperature. 

Fig. 2. The field dependencies of the resistance relative 
change of neutron irradiated Si1-xGex (х = 0,03) whiskers 
with specific resistance ρ = 0,018 Ohm · cm at different 
temperatures: 1 - 4,22 K; 2 - 6 K; 3 - 25 K; 4 - 45 K. 

 
The change of magneto - resistance curvature from concave to convex at temperature 4,22 K indicates that in this 

magneto - resistance contribute light carriers of charge (electrons or light holes) that have high mobility and  very low 
concentration, that is, they are  free minority carriers of charge [11]. Let us calculate parameters of these minority 
carriers of charge [11]. 
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where μ and n are mobility and  concentration of minority carriers of charge, respectively; Bn is magnetic field point of 
the magnetoresistance curve fold; ρ(Bn) is the resistivity at the point of magnetoresistance curve fold, ρ0 is resistivity in 
the absence of a field. 
 

These formulas for T = 4,22 K give us: μ = 1400 
сm2/(V·s), n = 2,9 · 109сm-3; that is for this temperature 
very small quantity of light charge carriers with high 
mobility is making a contribution to the conductivity. 
Let's calculate relation of minority charge carriers 
conductivity to conductivity of majority charge carriers 
under the formula [1]. 
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which gives: σн/σ0 = 0,32, that is the minority charge 
carriers are making a significant contribution to the 
conductivity at this temperature. The energy of activation 
of the impurities that cause these charge carriers, 
calculated from resistance temperature dependence, is: 
ε = 2,1 meV (Fig. 3). 

 

 
Fig. 3. The dependence of resistance on temperature for 
Si1-xGex (х = 0,03) whiskers with specific resistance 
ρ = 0,018 Ohm cm  at different values of magnetic field 
induction: 1 - 0 T; 2 - 6 T; 3 - 10 T.  
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In order to ascertain the effect of the magnetic field on the parameters of free charge carriers the dependences of lnR 
(1/T) at different values of the magnetic field (see Fig. 3) were constructed and the activation energy of impurity for 
these field values were calculated. From this Figure it is visible, that at low temperatures the slope of the line = lnR 
(1/T) increases considerably, reflecting the growth of the activation energy with the growth of the magnetic field. Under 
the field of 10T this activation energy is 2,5 meV, that is, it significantly exceeds the activation energy in the absence of 
the field (2,1 meV). This suggests that for low temperatures resistance increases with the magnetic field due not only to 
decrease of the mobility of free charge carriers, which is unavoidable in these fields, but also as a result of magnetic 
field reducing their concentration. At higher temperatures (about 40 K), as can be seen from Fig. 3, for all values of the 
magnetic field the curves almost merge with each other, which testifies to the independence of the activation energy 
11,5 meV from the field, which in turn speaks about the independence of the concentration of free charge carriers on the 
magnetic field and thus magneto resistance is determined by the decrease in the mobility of the charge carriers (for 
these temperatures - holes). 
 

Conclusions 
 

The analysis of magnetoresistance curves for neutron irradiated Si1-xGex (х = 0,03) whiskers crystals gave the 
following results: at low temperatures (about 4,2 K) significant contribution to the conductivity (about 32 %) are from 
the light charge carriers (electrons and light holes), of which there are very few (n = 109 cm-3) and that have a high 
mobility (μ = 1400 cm2/(V·s)). Level, which supplies the charge carriers has an energy ε = 2,1 meV, which in  magnetic 
field of about 10 T increases to ε = 2,5 meV that encourages us to draw a conclusion on what caused the 
magnitoresistance, except magnetic field decrease in mobility, is also magnetic field decrease in the concentration of 
free charge carriers. At higher temperatures (about 40 K), conductivity are realized by holes with activation energy  
ε = 11,5 meV, and which practically does not depend on magnetic field. 
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